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The Late Kate Spade’s Inspiration
to IDTSD Future Designers
Designer’s fabrics featured in Form + Fashion
Meets Function Portfolio Show
By Virginia Olson | Photos by Good Life Photography
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ibrant. Colorful. Bright. And, a dash of cute.
Those were the words that often described
Kate Spade’s popular handbags. The late
designer became the inspiration for this year’s
Form + Fashion Portfolio event at the Institute
of Design & Technology SD (IDTSD) August 23
and 24.
A year after Kate Spade took her own life, Anita
Kealey says the designer leaves behind the
influence of color.

Anita says Kate’s death also became “a
teaching moment.”
“Fashion is a competitive and stressful business.
And success isn’t always measured in dollars
and cents,” Anita says. “Kate Spade, like many
designers, had demons. She was sensitive and
easily brought down. I have a deep appreciation
for the artist and what she faced in life. Her death
opened up a discussion about suicide and more
awareness of one’s own mental health.”

“Kate’s designs were whimsical; they were
fun,” says the Creative Director of IDTSD.
“When Kravet Textiles, a leader in fine interior
design furnishings, fabrics and wall coverings,
introduced the colorful Kate Spade Curiosities
collection, it spoke to us.”

One IDTSD student appreciated the fact that
Kate Spade stood for more than just design.

The collection featured a playful mix of signature
bold prints and woven geometrics, layered with
sophisticated boucle and velvet texture and
served as inspiration. In collaboration with Kravet
and the creative style of Kate Spade, 15 IDTSD
students’ projects will feature textiles in their
design projects and portfolios.

The annual Form + Fashion Meets Function
event showcases 15 IDTASD students’ projectbased portfolios using the Kate Spade Curiosities
for Kravet collection for the collaborative efforts
in both interior and fashion design. Students
teamed in the creation of chairs and apparel.

Students described working with Kate Spade’s
design as eye -opening.
“The fabrics complimented my taste and style,”
says Brittany Goodale.
For Monet Ernste, it was discovering all the
possibilities of design.
“The variety of Kate Spade fabrics was amazing,
from light pastel to vibrant patterns. They were
fun to work with in upholstering our chairs.”

“Kate Spade has given me inspiration through
beauty and color and the solidarity that I am not
alone,” says Rachel Rentschler.

The event is the institute’s annual awareness
to advance creative workforce development
through design career exploration and creative
entrepreneurship. It takes place Friday, Aug 23
from 4 – 6pm and Saturday, Aug 24 from 1- 3pm
at IDTSD Design Solution Center in Lewis Square
at 2701 S. Minnesota. The event is free and
attendees are encouraged to support the silent
auction as all proceeds support program funding
for summer design camps and scholarship
assistance.
For more information contact: 605-275-9728. n
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